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NEVE SHALOM
By Gerald Zelizer

From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin

T

here is a tradition in Hasidic thought
which teaches that there is a spark
of holiness in everything.
Rebbe
Nachman of Breslov invites us to search
for that spark in others and in ourselves.
Rabbi Dov Baer, the Maggid of
Mezeritch elevates the practice as he
directs us to search even inanimate
objects, actions and circumstances for
the traces of divinity contained within
each of them.
The past year has a been a difficult
one for divinity. As Covid 19 has ravaged
our community it has brought suffering,
loss and disorientation to each of us as
individuals, to Neve Shalom and to all of
the other institutions that we treasure.
The upheaval of the elections and the
intensity of the clashes over human
rights in our country have added conflict
and strife into all of our communal
conversations.
And yet, in many ways, the sparks of
holiness and the opportunities for
redemption have never been so plentiful.
Even during this cataclysmic time, the
tools of our tradition have enabled us to
recognize truth, to cultivate relationships
and to do the work of repairing all that is
broken around us.
Our successes have been based on
our ability to find creative ways to
translate traditional practices into our
new, socially distant reality. Before this
pandemic, we gathered around ritual

observance, study and our commitment
to provide friendship and support to
those around us. Perhaps, some of our
programs and activities had become rote
and routine. At our best, during the last
many months we have been energized
by the challenge of searching for the
sparks of sanctity around us by engaging
in these same endeavors in new ways.
While Zoom has its limitations, it has
allowed us to hold our classes, meetings
and worship services on-line and the
volume of phone calls to and between
congregants has boomed. Carrying the
gifts of our spiritual inheritance forward
without losing their authenticity and
efficacy has not been easy.
Every
innovation is a departure from what
we’re used to. The price of new forms is
a loss of comfort and familiarity.
As we wait (probably a few more
months) for a return to normal, we will
continue to explore the tension between
tradition and change that allows us to
live in these strange times aware of our
relationships with God and with each
other. We are always looking for new
ways to involve more people in the
learning, praying, socializing and healing
which make this a sacred community. If
you have ideas for ritual, educational,
social, civic or fundraising opportunities
or if you have heard of programs from
other institutions that you would like to
try here, please let me or our president,

Andrea
Colby,
know about them
and join us in
laying the ground
work to launch
them.
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
famously wrote that every generation is
either the last generation of the Jewish
past or the generation who will give new
life to our tradition. In this moment,
amidst the challenges of the pandemic, it
is exhilarating to work with you to move
our synagogue and our tradition through
these challenges and into the next stage of
our history.
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Jewish History

Free if you register for the Spring Semester. Any individual film is $5 or $15 for the series. Each
film will be shown at 11:00 am and 7:00 pm on Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/82472289017 Password: Israel
All films are in English with award winning, famous actors. Each depicts a different episode
and time period in Jewish history. These films, in entertaining ways, will teach us more about
some of these historical events and enlighten us as well.
• Thursday, January 7 at 11:00 am or 7:00 pm
Hester Street
Carol Kane was nominated for Academy Award for Best Actress
playing a young Jewish woman who comes to America in 1890s who
faces hardships in the new world. The story is heartbreaking but
with comic moments as well. 1975, PG—90 minutes.

BULLETIN DEADLINES
March—January 20
April — February 20
Submit your articles and graphics for publication to
Rita Devlin via e-mail at office@neveshalom.net

• Thursday, January 14 at 11:00 am or 7:00 pm
Prisoner of Honor
At the close of the 19th century, French Army Captain Alfred
Dreyfus was convicted of treason and sentenced to Devil’s Island
until Colonel Georges Piequart (played by Richard Dreyfuss) exposes
the truth behind the shocking saga of anti-Semitism that divided
France. Directed by Ken Russell it also stars Oliver Reed and Peter
Firth. 1991, PG—88 minutes

In Memoriam
Judith Graf,
beloved mother of
Nancy Braverman
Marilyn Miller,
our member and beloved mother of
Lauren Rabinowitz and Gail Schuetz

• Thursday, January 21 at 11:00 am or 7:00pm
Cast a Giant Shadow
Kirk Douglas plays an American WWII hero, Mickey Marcus, who in 1947
goes to help build an Israeli army. The film also features Senta Berger,
Angie Dickinson, Frank Sinatra, Yul Brynner and John Wayne. 1966,
PG—138 minutes.

• Thursday, January 28 at 11:00 am or 7:00 pm
Operation Finale
Oscar Isaac and Ben Kingsley star in this true story of how Israeli
agents brought Adolf Eichmann, one of the masterminds of the
Holocaust, to justice. 2018, PG-13—2 hours. (This film is sponsored by
Gary Matoren in memory of his daughter, Debbie Lynn Matoren, z”l.)

Please remember Neve Shalom with
a gift in your will, trust, retirement
account or life insurance policy.
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From the Synagogue President
Happy 2021! Shechechyanu!

By Andrea L. Colby

continue to create community. Our staff and clergy are
thoroughly devoted to carrying on in innovative and different
ways, finding solutions to seemingly impossible problems. And
our community members have been flexible, have adapted to
our situation and have come to understand our approach to
keeping our community safe.
There is hope on the horizon. Many of us, and eventually
all of us, will be able to receive one of the COVID vaccines this
coming year to protect ourselves and our entire community.
What could be our toughest time may lie ahead of us, so until
help arrives, we must continue to take all appropriate
precautions to preserve our health and the health of our loved
ones. And we look forward to the
time, sometime during this new
secular year, when we will be able
to gather together in person once
again so we can celebrate and support each other in the ways in
which we are accustomed.
This year, our Board and Executive Committee will be
studying strategically the actions we’ve taken during 2020 to
care for our community that we can take with us into the
future. We will also be setting a pathway to strategic decisions
that will lead us into a time ahead in which we will thrive. And
while we will be facing many of the same headwinds and
challenges that we faced before the pandemic, we will have the
advantage of knowing what it is to face into a crisis and endure.
The most important thing is that we, the Neve Shalom
community, are continuing to survive! We are strong, we are
resilient and if we can get through what we have been through
in 2020, we will be able to tackle whatever challenges we face
in the future.
So let us be grateful to be here, in this moment, even as we
acknowledge our losses and hardship. Let us thank God for
giving us the strength to bear those losses and hardships, for
sustaining us and for bringing us to this time, as we do whenever we experience a new beginning: shecheyanu, v’kiyemanu,
v’higyanu la zman hazeh! Best wishes to everyone for a
healthy, happy and safe 2021!

Just before our officers’ and board installation ceremony in
June of 2019, Hazzan Levin gave me some advice about leading
our synagogue based upon his experience as President of the
Cantors’ Assembly. It went something like this: “You are aware
that you will face challenges in this position. What you don’t
realize is that there will be challenges you will face that will be
complete surprises. Just be ready!”
I took that advice to heart, but for the first six or seven
months of our administration’s term, the challenges were
pretty much what I’d expected. The
surprise came for all of us in late
February 2020: a virus pandemic
worse than any public health crisis
in over a century. As we enter into
this new secular year of 2021,
however, we have time and space
to reflect upon where we have traveled this past year and
where we are now.
Our community has suffered deep and tragic losses, illness
and hardship. Our hearts go out to all who have been through
the most devastating effects of the pandemic and its effects.
Some have lost jobs, some have had to skip graduations, some
have had to reschedule or reconceive life events. And we have
missed many opportunities to be together in-person, on a
regular basis. This experience has affected us all profoundly in
a myriad of ways.
We do have much to be grateful for: many community
members have reached out to our senior members and our
friends and Neve Shalom family who are alone. We have looked
for ways to comfort and support our community members who
have experienced hardship, illness and loss. Board and
executive committee members, committee members and
Sisterhood and Men’s Club members have planned, supported
and strategized to bring our community together in creative
ways, keeping in mind pandemic precautions. Dedicated
medical and public health professionals have kept us informed
and prepared to deal with the situation and work within it to

If you would like to include the name of
someone who is ill (including yourself) to be recited for a
Mi Sheberach (prayer for healing) when the Torah is read,
please e-mail the Hebrew (preferred) or English name of that
individual to Steve Gross at stephang@optonline.net.
You may also contact the synagogue office by phone
with this information.
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Religious School News
By Miriam Dobin, Religious School Director

W

e shared some wonderful memories together
during Chanukah. Our Chanukah Fun Day with
Dad/Special Visitor was a great success! It was
heartwarming to watch over Zoom as parent and child
worked together to create and decorate special wood
Chanukah candle boxes. All the hammering of nails
took place to a backdrop of Chanukah music, of
course. Later that morning, we had a special
opportunity to meet, (as a school and congregation)
with Mayor Moti Sasson, of Holon in Israel, as well as
our friends at the Kugel School, our Twinning school
partner in Holon. The mayor learned of our strong
relationship and wanted to meet us. We lit the
chanukiah on both ends of the world, reciting the
brachot/blessings over the neirote/candles. We sang
and had a virtual tour of many special attractions in
Holon.
As one chag/holiday ends, we look forward to the
next. We are blessed to have so many to celebrate. “A
Day of the Arts” is next on our agenda. The talmidim/
students in second grade through Hebrew High School
will be receiving supplies to paint their own seasonal
trees on canvas. How appropriate, since Tu B’Shvat,
the new year for trees (in Israel), is the next chag we
celebrate. It falls on the 15th day in the Hebrew month
of Shvat. A seasoned art teacher will lead these classes
over Zoom and we can’t wait to observe the process of
trees coming to life, as well as the finished product!

The Scoop on USY

Youth Report

By Naomi Sessler, USY Co-President

By Judy Slutzky, Education Vice President

A

ll USY events are now offered through Zoom.
Previously the group met at the Neve Shalom
parking lot for their meetings. The last in-person event
was at Top Golf and was a great success. They recently
had a Build-a-Bear event via Zoom. The participants
built bears which were to be donated. In December,
the kids decorated donuts and learned about
Chanukah around the world. The co-chairs, Jamie
Grubman and Mara McAuley, delivered the supplies
to each child’s home. This was well received and the
teenagers enjoyed being able to connect with their
peers.
The USY’s December service/community project
was to collect oil which was delivered to Elijah’s
Promise in New Brunswick.
The Hanoar and Kadima group’s advisor, Brooke
Nacht, conducted the meetings over Zoom when the
few scheduled in person events in the parking lot were
canceled because of the weather. She delivered the
materials to the group and they connected on Zoom to
make their projects.
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Men’s Club Minute
By Lawrence Dombrow, Men’s Club President

I

t seems like yesterday that we were wishing each other
“shana
tova” (Happy New Year) in a format that we have
never experienced before. Now, as the secular New Year
rings in, I have been thinking about the difference in the typical
greetings between Rosh Hashanah and January 1. As I said, on
Rosh Hashanah, we typically wish people “Shana tova”, a good
year. Or we may offer our hope that others may be written and
sealed in the book of life. The typical greeting in the US at the
secular New Year is “Happy New Year”. Language has meaning
(even if I may not be smart enough to figure it out) and it seems
relevant to me that there is a difference between hoping that the
year will be “good” and that it will be “happy”. The words
connote different things and bring to mind different images. I
am not sure which is a more meaningful greeting. We most
likely want and need both. So, on behalf of the Men’s Club, I
wish everyone a wonderful 2021. Be safe, well, and happy.
Our regular monthly meetings are usually the first Thursday
of each month; we welcome all members or potential members
to express their views and ideas as we move forward. We are
attempting to have a Hearing Men’s Voices program soon, and
have several other ideas in the planning stage.
As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you
have any ideas on how Men’s Club can further our sense of
community.

The Scoop on USY
By Farrah Grubman, Vice President, Israel Affairs
USY had a really busy and fun December. We had an oil
drive throughout the month collecting oil for Elijah's Promise in
New Brunswick. The oil, especially olive oil, is a healthy cooking
alternative to the government supplied fats. To thank our oil
donors, we handed out Chanukah candles.
We are grateful to everyone who made donations.
This month we had a great Zoom event to learn about how
Chanukah is celebrated all around the world. We ate latkes
together to celebrate. We also had a delicious and challenging
“Chopped”
event
rounding
out
our
month.
Fun Fact: In Jerusalem some houses have a special nook
built just so their menorah can be displayed and seen outside the
front of their house during Chanukah.

Neve Shalom would like to thank the following people for chanting
Torah during November. T=Teen, JR=Junior N=New Reader
Torah
Jack Blum ............................... 1
Scott Boxer ............................ 1
Andrea Colby ......................... 1
Lawrence Dombrow .............. 1
Eric Goldman ......................... 1
Sarah Lirroff-Kauffman .......... T1
Amanda Klinger ..................... 1
Ariella Kushner ...................... 1

Michelle Rosenfield ............... 1
Hannah Sessler ...................... 1
Barbara Spack ........................ 1
Haftarah
Ben Alter................................ T
Rena Kallman
Sarah Lirroff-Kauffman .......... T
Barbara Spack
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Neshama Carlebach

O

I was trying to not cry, wanting to pray.
It was about twenty minutes into the service, and there was no
trace of Carlebach music, and I felt its screaming absence in the air.
Then someone I didn’t know tapped me on the shoulder, and urgently
gestured for me to follow her to the back of the room. Concerned, I
followed her, hoping she was OK. Given that the sanctuary was not yet
full, a stranger turning for help felt pressing.
We found a quiet corner, and I saw that her body was shaking. I
gently touched her arm and asked what was wrong. “It’s you,” she
said. “I feel deeply angry seeing you here tonight. I came to shul hoping
for some solace but seeing you here — especially now as they are
singing your father’s terrible song — is so painful. I didn’t know your
father. But I know who he was and this music reminds me of so much
pain in my life. I wish you weren’t here.”
I was shocked. I was furious. I was hurt.
This person I didn’t even know had attacked me in a sanctuary and
seen me as a screen on which to project her personal pain, a pain she
associated with my father, a rabbi she had never met. Her pain was
triggered by music offered by a spiritual community with no intent to
hurt anyone.
I looked at my accuser and said, “I think you need some help. Your
pain is not mine to hold. And this melody isn’t even mine. My father did
not write this music. And even if he did, he is not me. Carlebach is my
name too.”
I left the shul, with tears streaming down my face.
I didn’t return to any shul for many months, fearful that what
happened that Friday night would be repeated.
***
It took years before I was brave enough to share this story
publicly. With the support of beautiful colleagues and friends from the
Cantors Assembly, I participated in a panel discussion, entitled
“Reframing Carlebach,” an exploration of ethical decision making when
art that deeply inspires us is created by human beings who deeply
disappoint us. On the panel were those who had grappled with
whether to include my family’s music in their services, as well as those
whose work included counseling victims of abuse, and those who were
navigating a social phenomenon some call “Cancel Culture,” in which
nothing is worthy if created by a person who has done wrong.
The architects of the event were methodical and caring in their
design. They were hoping to find clarity for cantorial colleagues seeking
answers. In the end, they heard from cantors that their careful
treatment of the subject, however honest and probing, didn’t
ultimately provide a definitive answer. More conversations are currently being scheduled. I do not presume a universal answer to result from
them either. This is a bigger question than most realize, but I believe
that discussing it and understanding all of its complexity is the only
way forward.
I decided to pre-write my remarks. I didn’t want to be too
emotional. I know that I get very activated by this conversation. It’s
hard not to want to defend the man who I knew as my father. But I also
know now it’s impossible for me to defend him. And it’s very hard not
to take things personally. Carlebach is my name too.

n Sunday, Jan. 24, 2021, The
Gilbert & Claudie Hayat Speaker Series and the Neve Shalom Adult
Education
Committee,
present
Neshama Carlebach as our guest
speaker. She is a well-known singer,
composer and an activist in the
#MeToo Movement. Her father,
Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, after his
death, has been accused of abusing
some women and Neshama has taken heat for her father’s behavior. She, herself, is an abuse survivor, and all of these issues are
difficult for her personally.
There is no charge for attending the talk and there will be time
for questions to be answered. Feel free to invite friends and others
who may be interested. We will have a psychologist available if
anyone wants information or recommendations for therapists and
other resources in our community. You can “chat” with the doctor
privately and confidentially.
The Zoom link will be: https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/82472289017 with the password; Israel.
The following article appeared in “The Times of Israel,” and will
explain her personal connections with this important and difficult
issue.

CARLEBACH IS MY NAME TOO
It was February 2018. I had not been to shul in a few months. I
hadn’t even davened alone. I was immersed in my raw and recent
acceptance of what women were saying my father had done to
them. I was mourning anew. It broke me that I couldn’t ask him
about any of this. I was angry with my father, spiritually separate
from him for the first time in my life. And it made me feel very
lonely, though he’d been dead for nearly twenty-four years. I felt
deeply alone in the universe. The world I knew had turned on me.
As my concerts began being cancelled in connection to my
father and the rise of #MeToo in Jewish spaces, and as I began
redefining my own self in the wake of the renewed allegations, I was
left without my father, without my mooring in the world, and
suddenly, a single mother, without income.
There were so many tangled parts of life that I simply couldn’t
make sense of anything. I didn’t know how to talk to God. Or if I
even wanted to. Or what melody to use, because music has always
been my prayer. I felt cut off from the language my soul knew best.
One Friday, I decided to go to Romemu in Manhattan. This
progressive, spiritual community had been a place of deep
inspiration and comfort for me in the past. Usually, when I went, I
would make Shabbat plans with friends in the city. But this time I
went spontaneously and alone, hoping to find God again, hoping I
would gain something. Maybe I would find a seat in a shul where I
could just rest.
I arrived on time. (That’s not been a Carlebach trait when it
comes to synagogue attendance. Or life. My father was four hours
late for his own wedding.) I was anxious, wondering if they would
even include my family’s music, and how I would feel if they didn’t.
Or if they did.

continued on page 9…..
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
Community Kiddush Fund
In Honor of ...........................................From
Rich and Jennifer Bullock, mazel tov
on the wedding of Marissa and
Jonathan! May you continue to
celebrate nothing but simchas! .............. The Hirsch Family

Tikkun Olam Fund
In Honor Of .......................................... From
Marlene Fineman, mazel tov on your
granddaughter, Ashley's
bat mitzvah ............................................Albert and Helene Epstein
Marlene Fineman, mazel tov on
your grandson, Aidan's bar
mitzvah ...................................................Albert and Helene Epstein
Rich and Jennifer Bullock, mazel
tov on the wedding of Marissa
and Jonathan ...........................................Herbert and Carole Gary

Deborah Anes Memorial Youth Fund
In Honor of ...........................................From
Sarah Kauffman, mazel tov on your
bat mitzvah. You were wonderful. ......... Jonathan Greenberg and Stacey Sern
Don & Ruth Kahn Book & Author Fund
In Honor of ...........................................From
Iris Berman on the birth of her
great-grandson, Asher Daniel ................. Albert and Helene Epstein

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of .......................................... From
Iris Berman, congratulations on the
birth of your great-grandson ...................Barry and Arlene Fink
Richard and Jennifer Bullock,
congratulations on Marissa
and Jonathan's wedding ..........................Gerald and Rhoda Grossman
Rich and Jennifer Bullock, mazel
tov on the wedding of Marissa
and Jonathan ...........................................Mark and Elaine Goldstein
Rabbi Rosin, in gratitude for the
beautiful charge to Marissa
and Jonathan at their aufruf. ..................Richard and Jennifer Bullock
Iris Berman, on the birth of
her great-grandson, Asher Daniel ...........Rosanne Silberman

Don & Ruth Kahn Book & Author Fund
In Memory of........................................From
Walter Meyer ......................................... Edward and Marian Szteinbaum
Max Roller Library Fund
In Memory of........................................From
George Moskowitz ................................. Martin and Marilyn Tessler
Ner Tamid/General Fund
In Honor of ...........................................From
Rabbi Zelizer, thank you for your
wonderful and inspiring words to
Marissa and Jonathan at
their wedding. ........................................ Richard and Jennifer Bullock

In Memory Of....................................... From
Judy Tabak...............................................Barry and Arlene Fink
Judy Tabak...............................................David Tabak
Judy Tabak, a wonderful person .............Herbert and Carole Gary
Bernard Shlossman, a much
loved father .............................................Herbert and Carole Gary
Adele Kaplan ...........................................Michael and Florine Kaplan
Robert A. Moss ........................................Sandra Moss
Phyllis Shlossman ....................................Stuart and Nancy Shlossman

In Memory of........................................From
Emanuel Schultz ..................................... Abraham and Gail Adler
Judy Tabak.............................................. Albert and Helene Epstein
David Rubin ............................................ Alma Rubin
Judy Tabak.............................................. Bernice Bloom
Bernard Shlossman................................. Cory and Stanley Schneider
Judy Tabak.............................................. Edna Sherber
Bernard Shlossman................................. Edna Sherber
Evelyn Gieter .......................................... Elliott and Sharon Ludwin
Judy Tabak.............................................. Harold and Roberta Geller
Bernard Shlossman................................. Jonathan Greenberg and Stacey Sern
Judy Tabak.............................................. Larry Wineberg
Judy Tabak.............................................. Lawrence Dombrow
Emil Kalfus .............................................. Richard Kalfus
Gordon Berkowitz .................................. Stanley and Gail Slobodien
Judy Tabak.............................................. Stanley and Marilyn Loewenthal
Rose Rand .............................................. Stanley and Marilyn Loewenthal
Bernard Shlossman................................. Stanley and Marilyn Loewenthal
Prayerbook Fund
In Memory of........................................From
Judy Tabak.............................................. Rena and David Kallman

N

eve Shalom continues to support the efforts of Jewish Family
Service of Middlesex County to help the needy by collecting
food for the Kosher Food Pantry. Food donations may be left at the
synagogue in the closet near the stairs next to the stage. USY will be
collecting a different item each month to be donated. Please watch
Neve Now! for more information. Thank you for supporting these
efforts!

Simon & Yvonne Hayat Adult Education Fund
In Honor of ...........................................From
Hazzan Levin, thank you for an
inspiringly beautiful and meaningful
wedding ceremony
for Marissa and Jonathan. ...................... Richard and Jennifer Bullock
Judy Tabak.............................................. Ira and Amy Artman
Susy Schwartz Fund
In Honor Of...........................................From
Rich and Jennifer Bullock,
mazel tov on the wedding of
Marissa and Jonathan ............................ Lisa Luzzi, Rita Devlin, & Danielle Mendez
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ENGLISH DATE

DECEASED’S NAME

17 Tevet

1/1/21

18 Tevet

1/2/21

19 Tevet

1/3/21

20 Tevet
22 Tevet

1/4/21
1/6/21

24 Tevet

1/8/21

25 Tevet

1/9/21

26 Tevet

1/10/21

27 Tevet

1/11/21

28 Tevet
1 Shevat

1/12/21
1/14/21

02 Shevat

1/15/21

3 Shevat

1/16/21

04 Shevat
05 Shevat
06 Shevat

1/17/21
1/18/21
1/19/21

07 Shevat

1/20/21

09 Shevat
10 Shevat

1/22/21
1/23/21

11 Shevat

1/24/21

Rebecca Subotke Brodsky
Ronee Israel
Yetta Bergman
Judith Lefkowitz
Reva Rudick Cordero
Joan Krane
Molly Freeman
Carol Grubman
Fred Kanar
Sheila Cohen
Harold William Simon
Miriam Haber
David Butler
Herman Tessler
Daniel Ader
Philip Borack
Seymour Heller
Ted Schlesinger
Dr. Harry Kaufman
Jerome Loshin
Abraham Korbman
Leonard Preminger
George Boyarin
Ella Kaufman
Aaron Schreiber
Edna Johnson
Daniel Emmer
Harriet Susan Schwartz
Suzanne Gross
Nathan Rubinstein
Sarah Wernik
Jacob Hacker
Ellison Scheck
Luba Perlman
Betty Wise
E. Harry Korbman
Brenda Dessel
Florence Zelizer
Jack Romm
Golda Winn
Abraham Saruya
Zorach Duke
Louis S. Goldberg
Murray Keller
Sarah Koflowitz
Freda Falk
William Kuznetzoff
Lucy Breitbart
Freda Clarkson
Joseph Fox
Mae Sachs
Ruth Schonberger
Ida Wernik
Stanley Cohen
Gloria Preminger

MOURNER
Mother of Benna Brodsky
Mother of Jamie Israel
Mother of Jerome Bergman
Mother of Lewis Lefkowitz
Mother of Barbara Du-Bois
Wife of Sidney Krane
Mother of Roberta Miller
Mother of Ira Grubman
Father of Bernard Kanar
Sister of Laurence Goldberg
Brother of Murray Simon
Stepmother of Melissa Boxer
Brother of Rose Kaufman
Father of Martin Tessler
Son of Steven and Linda Ader
Father of Alan Borack
Father of Marc Heller
Brother of Ruth Sherman
Father-in-Law of Rose Kaufman
Father of Andrea Colby
Grandfather of Florine Kaplan
Father of Amy Artman
Father of Lenore Boyarin
Mother-in-Law of Rose Kaufman
Father of Philip Schreiber
Mother of Christine Becker
Brother of Kenneth Emmer
Sister of Marilyn Stone
Mother of Stephan Gross
Father of Marvin Rubinstein
Grandmother of Charlotte Sheratsky
Father of Peter and Martin Hacker
Grandfather of Mindy Osterman
Sister of Michael Kesler
Sister of Stanley Schneider, Aunt of Steven Schneider
Father of Florine Kaplan
Wife of Irving Dessel
Mother of Gerald Zelizer
Father of Martin Romm
Grandmother of Adam Glinn
Father-in-Law of Miriam Saruya
Father of Seymour Tabak
Father of Edna Sherber
Father of Malvin Keller
Mother of Marilyn Bergman
Grandmother of Richard Bullock
Father of Sidney Krane
Mother of Caroline Seidner
Mother of Charles Clarkson
Father of Susan Vonsover
Grandmother of Beverly Perry
Sister-in-Law of Frances Schonberger
Mother of Charlotte Sheratsky, Grandmother of Ellen Schimmel
Father of Francine Cohen
Mother of Amy Artman
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ENGLISH DATE

DECEASED’S NAME

MOURNER

12 Shevat

1/25/21

14 Shevat

1/27/21

15 Shevat

1/28/21

16 Shevat
17 Shevat

1/29/21
1/30/21

18 Shevat

1/31/21

Abraham Wernik
Paul Butler
Morris Gary
Evelyn H. Lemerman
Edward Hecht
Mollie R. Ginsburg
Shirley Silver
Albert Schrob
Ethel Cicchino
Gladys Goldblatt Kuznet
Morris Breitbart
Esther Reichel
Sara Lea Miller
Suzanne Reese
David Tolins
Deborah Kaplan
Leib Janovitz
Geri Oldman

Father of Charlotte Sheratsky, Grandfather of Ellen Schimmel
Brother of Rose Kaufman
Father of Herbert Gary
Mother of David Lemerman
Father of Sharon Zlotnick
Mother of Marcia Horn
Mother of Marlene Strauss
Father of Donna Wink
Mother of William Cicchino
Mother of Merle Lefkowitz
Father of Caroline Seidner
Mother-in-Law of Karen Reichel
Grandmother of Ronald Becker
Cousin of Miriam Kafker
Father of Madeline Tolins Schlitt
Sister of Gerald Zelizer
Father of Eugene Janovitz
Sister of Eleanor Massey

…..continued from page 6
Many people worldwide signed up for the event or
viewed it afterward. I received many emails in response,
some filled with compassion, some with anger, but none
with neutral language. Either I had damned my father to
oblivion or my vulnerability had touched their hearts.
The responses didn’t match the nuance of the panel’s
preparation, which was balanced, thoughtful, and kind.
I shared the story about my experience at Romemu
with the hopes that we could acknowledge the
legitimate pain that is out there and begin to truly
create a mechanism for helping those who suffer in
sacred spaces.
Clearly, the work is ongoing. There are many
passionate advocates with strong feelings on these
questions, and my father’s music is only one place
attention must be paid. Can we hold the gray space of
human failure and creativity? Can we see art as larger
than an artist? Can we judge people for their own
actions, not condemning or praising them for who their
fathers were? Can we access our tradition of believing
in teshuvah – repentance – at the same time we tend to
people’s pain?
In this time of pandemic, the world feels smaller
and more connected, yet lonelier than ever. I know that
singing is such a big part of what we need to heal.
Whatever the song is, I pray that we sing – loudly –
for ourselves and for each other.
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Know someone who needs help?
Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat!
Know someone in need of help during an illness, after
surgery, after the birth of a child, please contact the
Mitzvah Mission.
No Mission Is Impossible!
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
732-858-1764

HAIMM

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER
10 MAIN STREET
732-634-8500
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
732-634-1521
800-729-0582
Fax: 732-750-0120

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity of the
Jewish soul and we uphold and maintain
reverence for the Jewish tradition.
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025
2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032

Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON

POPPER and GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW
225 West 34th Street
Suite 1806
New York, NY 10122-1600
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Neve Shalom
Jewish Community Center
250 Grove Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
732-548-2238

January 2021 — Tevet/Shevat 5781
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